
Otter Tail County Drainage Authority
County Drainage (Ditch) System No. 58

Public Information Meeting Minutes
Perham City Hall – 125 2nd Avenue NE, Perham, MN  56537

Monday, September 21, 2015

The Otter Tail County Board of Commissioners convened as the Otter Tail County Drainage Authority 
at 7:00 p.m. on Monday, September 21, 2015 at the Perham City Hall in Perham, MN for the purpose of 
discussing the status of County Ditch No. 58, to review Minnesota Ditch Proceeding as authorized by 
Minnesota statues and to receive comments and questions from the property owners within the 
immediate drainage area regarding the pending redetermination of benefits for this drainage system.

John Lindquist, Chair called the meeting to order at 7:00 p.m. and welcomed the following persons from
the public (drainage area) who were in attendance and who had also signed the attendance sheets:

Brian Alberts Bradley Bertsch Jennifer Bertsch Cheryl Cavalier
Loren Cavalier Norman Cavalier James Holper Gabe Kerekes
Mary Kerekes Bob Mitchell Sue Mitchell Dave Olson
Kassie Pesch Kurt Pesch Jim Roggenkamp Dean Schultz
Runette Schultz Ron Tobkin

Kevin Fellbaum, Otter Tail County Ditch Inspector, stated that the order for tonight’s public information
meeting would be as follows:

1. Comments from John Lindquist, Chair- Otter Tail County Drainage Authority.
2. Introductions of County personnel.
3. Reasons for the public informational meeting.
4. Review of ditch proceeding and drainage related statutes.
5. Redetermination of Benefits discussion.
6. Review of the history of County Ditch No. 358.
7. Maps of the County Ditch No. 58 drainage area.
8. Photos illustrating the existing condition of the drainage area and the drainage system.
9. General summary of the presentation and the letters received prior to the informational meeting.
10. An opportunity for comments and questions from those in attendance.

John Lindquist, Chair, requested during the public comments and questions section of the meeting that 
individuals desiring to speak follow these general principles:

1. State your first and last name for the record.
2. Speak as loud and clear as possible so that all those in attendance can hear your comments and/or

questions.
3. Address your comments and/or questions to the board.
4. Limit your comments and/or questions to two minutes so that all those in attendance have an 

opportunity to speak.
5. Be respectful of the comments and questions shared by others whose opinion may differ from 

yours.
6. Once everyone in attendance that desires to speak has had an opportunity to speak you may 

address the board again with additional comments and/or questions.



The following individuals were in attendance and represented the County Drainage Authority:

John Lindquist – Chair - Third District Commissioner
Wayne Johnson – Second District Commissioner
Roger Froemming – Fourth District Commissioner
David Hauser – County Attorney
Kevin Fellbaum – County Ditch Inspector
Wayne Stein – Secretary - County Auditor-Treasurer

At this time, Kevin Fellbaum, County Ditch Inspector, proceeded with his County Ditch No. 58 
presentation.  Mr. Fellbaum’s presentation is included at the end of the minutes and should be 
considered as an official part of the minutes.  Mr. Fellbaum’s PowerPoint presentation will also be 
posted to the County’s official website.

At the conclusion of Mr. Fellbaum’s presentation, he noted that no correspondences (emails or letters) 
had been received prior to this evening’s scheduled meeting.  Mr. Fellbaum did note that he had 
received some phone calls with general questions.

Mr. David Hauser, County Attorney, noted the following:

1. The ditch is owned by the property owners.
2. The drainage authority, which is the County Board of Commissioners, is responsible for 

decisions regarding maintaining, repairing and/or improving the drainage system.
3. The drainage authority can hold public information meeting and formal hearing to hear from the 

benefited property owners regarding their desires for the drainage system.
4. The drainage authority cannot authorize maintenance/repairs if the costs exceed the benefits.

The public information meeting was opened to the public for comments and/or questions with the 
following individuals addressing the Drainage Authority:

Bradley (Brad) Bertsch Loren Cavalier Norman Cavalier
James Holper Bob (Robert) Mitchell Sue (Susan) Mitchell
Dave Olson Kurt Pesch Dean Schultz
Runette Schultz Ron Tobkin

It was noted that County Ditch No. 58 is in need of maintenance and that a redetermination of benefits 
would be necessary.  Property owners within the immediate drainage area were encouraged to focus 
their comments and /or questions on the redetermination of benefits process, what repairs/maintenance 
should be completed, if any, and what they would like to see done in the future with this drainage 
system.  

The following is the secretary’s summary of the public input shared by those individuals that chose to 
address the Board at the public information meeting:

1. There was considerable discussion regarding where the ditch system outlets.  The written 
historical document in the Ditch No. 58 file indicates that the outlet runs into the Otter Tail 
River from a wetland on the south side of the Pine Lake/Otto Township line.  An old plat map 
indicates that the ditch system leaves Albert Lake and heads in a southwesterly direction where
in outlets into the Otter Tail River.



2. Some in attendance felt the ditch system terminated at Albert Lake as there does not appear to 
be any physical evidence indicating that the system terminated at either of the Otter Tail River 
locations noted above.   

3. It was noted that nearly 100 years have passed without any significant maintenance or repairs 
to this ditch system; therefore, the ditch system as originally constructed may not be easily 
seen.  

4. At least one person in attendance did not think the ditch system was completed when originally
constructed and that the system did not extend past Albert Lake.

5. There was general discussion regarding property owners repairing/maintaining and/or 
improving the ditch system.  It was noted that permission from the drainage authority is 
required before any individual property owner can complete work on the ditch system.  
Consideration has to be given to other benefited property owners when repairing/maintaining 
the ditch system because what might be helpful for one property owners may negatively impact
another property.

6. Questions were raised regarding the high water level that had been experienced in this general 
area and what the sources of the additional water were.  At least one person in attendance felt 
that drainage from the City of New York Mills contributed to the high water problems.  
Another individual noted that beaver dams had been broken up and the added water to the 
system that resulted from those dams being broken.

7. There was discussion regarding who pays for the cost of repairing the ditch system.  It was 
noted that this is one of the reason for re-determining benefits.  The redetermination will 
identify which properties are benefited by the ditch system and a benefit amount will be 
assigned to each benefited property that more accurately reflects current land values.  The total 
benefits of the system must be greater than any repair that would be considered.  The properties
identified as benefiting from the system are the properties that would be responsible for the 
costs associated with any maintenance to the system.

8. There was general discussion regarding the cost to each property owner and how those costs 
would be billed and collected.  The costs of completing a redetermination, the building of a 
maintenance fund and the billing process were discussed and described.  It was noted that 
presently the number of parcels within the drainage area and the costs to each property within 
the drainage area are unknown and that a redetermination would establish which properties 
benefit from the ditch system and each property’s share of the costs associated with the 
redetermination and maintenance of the ditch system.

9. Some individuals expressed environmental concerns from farmland drainage etc. entering the 
ditch system and eventually the Otter Tail River should the system be repaired, and questioned 
what the impact might be to the Otter Tail River and other bodies of water downstream.  It was
noted that legally a ditch system can be allowed to outlet into a public body of water (lake or 
river).  

10. An area in the existing system with exposed culverts and a large area that had been washed out 
were noted as areas where maintenance is needed.



11. There was general discussion regarding wetlands and buffer strips.  It was noted that wetland 
that had been in existence for 25 or more years must be given consideration when repairs and 
maintenance to the ditch system are being considered.  The ordinary high water level is also 
considered and the ordinary high water level is established by the Department of Natural 
Resources.

12. It was noted that a ditch system can only be repaired to its original design/construction.  Any 
work completed beyond the original construction would be considered an improvement and 
would need to follow the statutory requirements for improving a ditch system  Since the 
records for this specific ditch system are somewhat lacking it might become necessary to hire 
an outside engineer to help establish the original design/construction.  It was also noted that not
every ditch system has been constructed as designed.

13. It was noted that typically ditch repairs are made from the bottom up to prevent damage to 
others downstream in the ditch system.

14. There was discussion regarding what repairs to the system have been identified as necessary.  
It was noted that the process of identifying necessary repairs has not been completed.  It was 
noted that the redetermination is the first step.  After completion of the redetermination, Kevin 
Fellbaum, and perhaps an outside engineering firm, would identify the areas requiring 
maintenance and the costs associated with that maintenance.  An additional hearing would be 
held before proceeding with repairs etc.

15. It was noted that a redetermination is necessary to determine the benefited area and to bring the
assigned original benefit amounts into alignment with current day land values.  It was also 
noted that properties a greater distance away from the ditch system tend to have lower benefits.
It was also noted that during the redetermination process properties can also be identified as 
having been damaged by the ditch system. However, this is not very common.

16. An individual requested a definition of a ditch.  It was noted that a ditch is a man-made 
drainage system/creek.  It is not a highway road ditch.  

17. An individual had recently been given permission to repair a portion of the ditch system on his 
property at his own expense.  He questioned if he could be reimbursed once the 
redetermination was completed as he would be sharing in the costs to repair other portions of 
the system while other benefited property did not share his repair costs.  It was pointed out that 
he would not be eligible for reimbursement.

18. There was a very brief discussion regarding 460th Ave which had been moved when the road 
was redone and what impact it may have had on the ditch system.

19. Redetermination is necessary because the benefits as originally determined do not reflect 
reasonable present-day land values.

20. Redetermination is necessary because the ditch system needs maintenance.

21. Redetermination is necessary because the original benefited area does not accurately reflect the
area benefited by this drainage system.

22. It was noted that the County Board is the Ditch Authority and is responsible for the 
maintenance of the system.



23. It was noted that the methodology for determining benefits has changed significantly since the 
benefits were originally determined.

It was noted that the County Board of Commissioners will discuss and consider ordering a 
redetermination of County Ditch No. 58 at a regular meeting within the next couple of weeks.  Hearing 
no other public comments and/or questions, John Lindquist, Chair, declared the public information 
meeting of the Otter Tail County Ditch System No. 58 adjourned at 8:14 p.m.

Respectfully submitted,

Wayne Stein

Wayne Stein – Secretary - County Auditor/Treasurer



Kevin Fellbaum’s Presentation -
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OTTER TAIL COUNTY 
DRAINAGE DITCH #58

PRESENTED: BY OTTER TAIL COUNTY DITCH INSPECTOR

KEVIN FELLBAUM SEPTEMBER/21/2015
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COUNTY DITCH #58 

PRESENTATION
*Drainage Authority Chair Comments

*Introductions

*Reason for Meeting

*Ditch Proceedings

*Re-determination of Benefits

*History

*Maps

*Photos

*Summary 

*Questions and Comments
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DRAINAGE AUTHORITY 

CHAIR COMMENTS
*Use microphone when you speak, Please speak Loud and Clear

*Please state your first and last name

*Be respectful to others

*2 minute time limit per opportunity to speak

*One opportunity to speak until all others have had 

a chance to speak
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INTRODUCTIONS
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REASON FOR MEETING
*Informational Meeting to Inform Public about County Ditch #58 
and Drainage Proceedings

*Discussion on need for doing a Re-determination of Benefits by 

MN State Statute

*This meeting is a platform for Owners of the Ditch to get together 
and have a general discussion of the operation and maintenance 
of the County Ditch

*Discuss the Future of the County Ditch (What do you want to see 
be done, Maintenance, Repairs)
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DITCH PROCEEDINGS

*County Ditches are owned by all Benefitted Property Owners within that 
given Ditch System

*County Ditches are controlled by the Drainage Authority (County Board) 

*County Ditches are inspected by the County Ditch Inspector (who reports 
information and issues of the Ditches to the Drainage Authority)

*Right of Entry: According to MN Statute 103E.061- the engineer, the 
engineer’s assistants, the viewers, and viewer’s assistants may enter any 
property to make a survey, locate a drain, examine the property, or estimate 
damages and benefits.

*Ditch Viewers are appointed by the Drainage Authority to view and report 
how and which properties are affected by the in place Ditch System

*Any costs associated with the Ditch system are the responsibility of All the 
Benefitted Property Owners. 

* Buffer Strips: According to MN Statute 103E.021- A 16.5 foot permanent 
strip of perennial vegetation approved by the drainage authority be 
established on each side of the ditch.
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DITCH PROCEEDINGS

What can be done to the County Ditch?

• Do Nothing: Leave the Ditch in it’s current state and perform no 
maintenance going forward (However the Drainage Authority does 
have the obligation to maintain the ditch if someone has requested 
that it be maintained)

• Abandon: Remove the Ditch system from the record books (if one 
person needs the drainage however, the Ditch can not be 
abandoned)

• Re-determination of Benefits: Find out which properties are 
benefitted from the in place Ditch. Currently the County is going 
through and Re-determining all Benefits to the County Ditches (State 
Statute and County Plan)

• Repair: perform maintenance to the Ditch to restore it to working 
condition (a Re-determination needs to take place in order to 
determine Benefits)

• Improvement: perform maintenance to the Ditch, the Ditch’s 
alignment and sizing can be changed to handle present day flows (a 
Re-determination needs to take place in order to determine Benefits)
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DITCH PROCEEDINGS

By Minnesota State Statute 103E.351: Re-determination of Benefits

• Subdivision 1: Conditions to Re-determine Benefits 
• If the Drainage Authority  determines that the original benefits determined in the 

drainage proceeding do not reflect reasonable present day land values or that the 
benefited areas have changed, or if more than 50% of the property benefited by the 
drainage system petition for correction of an error that was made at the time of the 
proceedings that established the drainage system. The Drainage Authority may 
appoint three viewers to re-determine and report the benefits from the ditch and it’s 
benefited area. 

• Subdivision 2: Hearing and Procedure
• A) The re-determination of benefits  shall proceed as provided for viewers and the 

viewers report  in sections 103E.311 and 103E.321 of the Statute
• B)The Auditor must prepare a property owners’ report from the viewer’s report. A 

copy of the owners’ report must be mailed to each owner of property affected by the 
drainage system.

• C) The drainage authority shall hold a final hearing on the report and confirm the 
benefits and damages and benefitted areas. The final hearing shall be held within 30 
days after the property owners’ report is mailed.

• Subdivision 3: Re-determined Benefits replace Original Benefits
• The re-determined benefits and benefited areas must be used in place of the 

original benefits and benefited area in all subsequent proceedings relating to the 
drainage system.

• Subdivision 4: Appeal
• A person aggrieved by the re-determination of benefits and benefited area may 

appeal from the order confirming the benefits and benefited area under section 
103E.091
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WHY A RE-DETERMINATION
Purpose of doing a Re-determination of Benefits

*According to State Statute, we need to perform Re-determinations when the Drainage 
Authority deems that original benefit values no longer reflect present day values

*Re-determine the Benefits of the Ditch to match present day values (Current values are 
from (1916)) (Happening Countywide to all Ditches) 

• Ex. Ditch 15/28(2014):    1906 Benefits: $6,400          
• 2014 Benefits: $18,000,000

*County Plan: Re-determine Benefits of all of it’s County Ditches and establish 
maintenance funds so that when work needs to be done the funds are available.

*Figure out which properties are within the watershed and who owns them and how 
those properties are Benefitted by having an in-place County Ditch System

*Viewing techniques have changed since the early 1900’s. Early techniques looked at 
lands directly next to the Ditch (wet acres), Current techniques use soil and elevation 
maps, Lidar(Light Detection and Ranging), and GIS mapping to determine how property 
is contributing water to the Ditch system.

*Properties are viewed looking at two property types, Farm Land and Lake Lots. 

*Farm Land is broken down into A,B,C,D Land categories and those lands 
are assessed on a per acre basis

*Lake Lots are given percentage break downs (10%-50%) relative to the 
lots relationship to the water’s elevation 
(Flood Protection and Runoff Based assessment)
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HISTORY

Ditch #58

Established:  May 20, 1916

Purpose: That said public ditch and drain will reclaim large areas of land 
now practically worthless and make the same valuable  for farming 
purposes. It will remove large quantities of stagnant water and thereby 
promote public health.

(From Original Petition for Ditch- April 10, 1916 ) 

Original Cost: ???? Original Benefit:  ???? 

Legal Description: Available as part of the Original Petition

Events: Some maintenance has been completed in recent years by some 
property owners on their own property using their own funds to perform the 
work. Currently there is interest from some property owners in restoring the 
outlet of the Ditch system to an operational state.

Currently: Ditch 58 is an open channel system. The system is semi-
functional but would benefit from some maintenance, especially work on the 
Outlet of the system into the Otter Tail River.  As of Sept/2015 Ditch 58 has a 
maintenance fund at a value of $0.00
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MAP
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MAP
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MAP
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MAP

1946 Plat Book Page:

Shows Ditch leaving Albert Lake

Original Ditch Description has Ditch out letting into Otter Tail River from Wetland on the South side 
on Pine Lake / Otto Township line
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PHOTOSRed Yellow
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PHOTOS
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PHOTOS

Ditch into Albert Lake

View across Albert Lake
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PHOTOS

Outlet area from Wetland
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PHOTOS
Shoreline of Wetland

High Water Mark
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*Correspondences and Letters received

*There is a need for a Re-determination to take place (based on 
Statutes, and County wide plan to redo all ditches)

*Discussion on Ditch Proceedings, Ditch History, Ditch Re-
determinations 

*What would property owners like to see done on Their Ditch, 
maintenance, repairs, nothing?

*Legal Discussion from County Attorney David Hauser
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QUESTIONS AND 

COMMENTS




